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Book Descriptions:
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It will help you assemble, prepare, maintain and safely operate your machine. Your outdoor power
equipment was built to be operated according to the rules and instructions for safe operation which
are contained in the operators manual and on the machine itself. Read and follow all instructions in
the manual before attempting to operate your outdoor power equipment. As with any type of power
equipment, carelessness or error on the part of the operator can result in serious injury. Your
machine is capable of amputating hands and feet and throwing objects. Failure to observe the safety
rules and instructions, both on the machine and in the Operators Manual, could result in serious
injury or death. Due to the size of the Operators Manual, some Operators Manuals are broken down
into two or more segments so that the entire Operators Manual can be downloaded easily. To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish
List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer
reviews for the product. But it works very well, and isnt nearly as scary as I expected. Since I am
someone who HATES bumpfeed heads and this has one of those I replaced the bumpfeed head with
a fixedline head made by Echo. It fits fine and is much easier to handle and to change the strings
although I havent needed to do that yet. When I was using it today, I hit lots of rocks and obstacles
and the sting is still intact. It is quiet and nonstinky. The battery charged up quickly and seems to
last for quite a while. I think I will tire before the charge wears down. It gets heavy pretty fast. I also
purchased the shoulder strap, but it is pretty uncomfortable on the shoulder unless you put in some
padding of your own.http://www.energosol.pl/images_cms/filtoclear-1600-manual.xml
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But it does help take up some of the weight of this monster. This is truly an excellent tool. I love it.
And it does a great job. I actually look forward to using it. Heartily recommend it. Reviewed in the
United States on July 14, 2019 I bought my first CORE at least 8 years ago. I still have the trimmer,
but both the battery and charger are no good. I figured that it had a decent run and had no other
battery operated trimmer to compare to this lifespan, so I might as well look for another power pack.
I saw the price for these items and compared it to a whole new package and decided to buy the new
CORE, which had the added option of interchangeable connections. The new trimmer works just as
fine as the old one and Ive used it 8 times. The battery, though, is a total failure. Each week it lasts a
shorter amount of time before needing to be recharged. Two months into this and I have a power
pack that lasts 20 minutes. A few weeks after ordering my new trimmer, my 25yearold plugin yard
blower finally died. I looked forward to having a cordless, with the adapter blower I ordered from
CORE. I used the blower ONE TIME ONCE. The connection bent in two and left me with a limp toy,
along with a power pack that lasts 20 minutes. So, now I use my old trimmer with my new battery
that lasts 20 minutes. Total waste! SAVE YOUR MONEY!!! Dont make the same mistake I did. Stay
away from CORE. Please try again later. From the United StatesIts quite a bit taller than I am and I
was a bit intimidated by it. But it works very well, and isnt nearly as scary as I expected. Since I am
someone who HATES bumpfeed heads and this has one of those I replaced the bumpfeed head with
a fixedline head made by Echo. It fits fine and is much easier to handle and to change the strings
although I havent needed to do that yet. When I was using it today, I hit lots of rocks and obstacles
and the sting is still intact. It is quiet and
nonstinky.window.parent.OnUploadCompleted(201,"/userfiles/filtoclear-15000-
manual(1).xml">http://www.ice-group.pl/text/javascript">window.parent.OnUploadCompleted(201,"/
userfiles/filtoclear-15000-manual(1).xml

The battery charged up quickly and seems to last for quite a while. I think I will tire before the
charge wears down. It gets heavy pretty fast. I also purchased the shoulder strap, but it is pretty
uncomfortable on the shoulder unless you put in some padding of your own. But it does help take up
some of the weight of this monster. This is truly an excellent tool. I love it. And it does a great job. I
actually look forward to using it. Heartily recommend it.Please try again later. Please try again
later.I still have the trimmer, but both the battery and charger are no good. I figured that it had a
decent run and had no other battery operated trimmer to compare to this lifespan, so I might as well
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look for another power pack. I saw the price for these items and compared it to a whole new
package and decided to buy the new CORE, which had the added option of interchangeable
connections. The new trimmer works just as fine as the old one and Ive used it 8 times. The battery,
though, is a total failure. Each week it lasts a shorter amount of time before needing to be
recharged. Two months into this and I have a power pack that lasts 20 minutes. A few weeks after
ordering my new trimmer, my 25yearold plugin yard blower finally died. I looked forward to having a
cordless, with the adapter blower I ordered from CORE. I used the blower ONE TIME ONCE. The
connection bent in two and left me with a limp toy, along with a power pack that lasts 20 minutes.
So, now I use my old trimmer with my new battery that lasts 20 minutes. Total waste! SAVE YOUR
MONEY!!! Dont make the same mistake I did. Stay away from CORE.Please try again later. Please
try again later.This isnt one of those. But to give you some context here goes Im not a small engine
repair guy, a diesel mechanic or anything like that. Im a guy who wants to mow and weedeat, pull
some weeds, then relax with a cold one and enjoy the weekend sun living here in south Louisiana,
we have plenty of it.

Well the Echo is a very nice machine when it runs, and for the first two seasons it did. Mostly. But
for some time now its been bogging down. Starts fine, just wont come up to speed and dies when I
throttle it. After a bunch of research and I do mean a bunch, I bought this unit. Ive used it twice now
and its pretty good. Good enough that I just donated my Echo. What I really mean is that Im used to
the feeling of torque when I rev a gas weedeater and this doesnt do that. It just spins up very
quickly, very quietly, and does the job. Its not silent by any means, but I wouldnt hesitate to start
using it earlier in the AM. I usually wait until about 9 or so to not bother the neighbors. The bump
advance works well, and its a good thing because the line preloaded is pretty crummy and breaks
quickly. Also, the cutter on the safety seems a bit close so it cuts the line a little shorter than I would
like meaning a smaller cutting radius. After Im sure I wont have to send it back, Ill probably just
move it back myself. This unit is nicely balanced with the battery in place and since theres no motor
vibration its a much less fatiguing machine to operate. Another negative is that the body of the
throttle and safety is a bit thick. I have big hands so its not too much an issue for me, but it seems
needlessly so, and a halfinch thinner would make it way more comfortable. The manual must have
been written by a bunch of lawyers. But I couldnt find anywhere in it how long to expect a charge to
take. Fortunately, its in the description here on Amazon. About 3 hours seems about right. Pretty
good, especially since Ive only charged it once so far. So how long does it last. I dont know. My yard
is 100 x 160 and fenced all around. There are flower beds around most of the house, and the
driveway is about 75 long. Also the road frontage rural area is 100. The Core was just as efficient as
the Echo in my opinion, and the Echo is supposed to be one of the very best.



https://www.interactivelearnings.com/forum/selenium-using-c/topic/17455/boss-gt-780-manual

I went through all of that twice so far and havent charged it again yet. On the other hand, I dont
know if it will run out in the middle of the next job this weekend. It would be nice if they ponied up
another couple of bucks for a battery monitor and status indicator. I bet most of us would pay a few
bucks more for that feature I would wasnt looking for the cheapest product but the best. Okay, it
turns out that I must not have a life after all. This review was far longer than I expected it to be. So
in summary, if youre really looking for an electric option that doesnt call for a bunch of
compromises, this is it. For me, anyway. Thanks for reading.Please try again later. Please try again
later. CorCordium 5.0 out of 5 stars First was a telescoping tree saw Japanese made Silky Saw;
strange name but great saw. And now this US made Core trimmer. As for the item, brilliant design
and solid manufacturing. When I bought our home, I inherited the previous owners Troy built
trimmer. Nothing against Troy items, but this one looked old enough to have trimmed around the old
fortress of Troy itself.much past its prime. The first week I used it, the outer shaft cover torqued
around and dislodged the inner shaft which snapped something driving the cutting head. Got that
fixed under warranty. A year later, same exact thing happened again. Warranty fixed again. This
year, engine troubles. All this annoyance plus the gas, oil, noise and general stress using the thing
drove me to look for a better solution. I have several other electric garden devices wood chipper, log
splitter, tiller and have had good luck with all of them so I decided to look into an electric trimmer. I
was concerned about torque and general strength. Came to this item and read all the favorable
comments; did additional checking across the web and decided to try it. No regrets.
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First day, I charged the battery up yes, a three hour wait; thats the only drawback so far and
stepped out the front door and started trimming the much neglected tree bases around the yard.
Like a breeze. Press the button and it starts. No pouring gas. No fumes. No pulling start cords and
praying for a start. No flipping choke switches. No hearing protection. Minimal noise just the hum of
the string spinning.and grass being slapped down. My wife stepped out amazed seeing how happily I
was doing an outdoor chore. I reluctantly gave it to her to try. As soon as her hand touched the
trigger it was like something out of a Harry Potter movie as she flew around her rose bushes, raised
beds and anything else over three inches tall on the ground. I could tell I wouldnt be getting it back
any time soon, so the dog and I had a rest as she tapped out the first charge. All this without a
harness.thats how light it is. The three hour charge time for the battery is the only bummer. Other
than that, this is a great investment. Highly recommended.Please try again later. Please try again
later. Steven Menasco 5.0 out of 5 stars Two cycle, four cycle, single line, double line. Ive had cheap
ones and top of the line trimmers. Im tired of the thing not starting until I wear myself out pulling
the cord numerous times; having to take it in to the small engine shop; tired of messing with
gasoline and oil. I saw the Core CGT400 trimmer and was told it would perform similar to gas
trimmers. Although skeptical, I bought it. The unit has ample power on low speed and really gets
with it on high speed. It takes me approximately 45 minutes to trim my entire yard. I use the
trimmer on low speed most of the time. The dual line bump system feeds well. At least, it hasnt
tangled yet. After finishing my trimming, the battery was fully recharged in 2 hours.
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If youre tired of putting up with hardtostart, loud 2 cycle engines, burning your arm on the exhaust,
messing with mixed gas in a separate can, you will enjoy this machine. It is wellbuilt and the
performance is as good or better than a top of the line trimmer. It is really the answer for those that
want to leave the gas trimmers behind. For good comfort, I suggest you also consider buying the
Trimmer Assist 0300 strap with the elastic cord and ball. It holds the trimmer quite well. Its great to
just strap it on, shove the battery in and take off. No more pulling, choking, waiting to warm up,
etc.Please try again later. Please try again later. Matthew Frank 2.0 out of 5 stars I got maybe 5
minutes of use, out of 34 tries, due to a dead or defective battery. On the upside when I called
customer service they immediately sent me a TroyBilt that works off the same technology, and that
electric powered edger is a beast. Happy with that one. EDIT April 2019, The TroyBilt replacement
works, but getting the battery inandout for charging is incredibly difficult, to the point that Im
looking at buying something else. I usually have to wrench it in or out with a tool, which doesnt feel
at all safe to do with a battery.Please try again later. Please try again later. WillGetITDone 4.0 out of
5 stars That is not a dealbreaker for me. The motor itself is at the wacking end of the machine. The
motor is surprisingly small, industry leading I would say. It seems pretty responsive. I have not given
it a through test. My Dewalt 18v li batteries come off the charger about 21.6 v, their battery comes
off the charger about 20.8 or something. Im annoyed to have another different device that could use
the same battery but what are you going to do. Its a pretty big battery pack, should provide more
runtime than I need.Please try again later. Please try again later. Jordan Mallory Clark 5.0 out of 5
stars I usually run it in the lower power. She wanted one that was not so heavy.

Well, with the battery inserted its still a little heavy, so now I use it. Weve had it about 3 years now,
and it still works great. I usually run it in the lower power setting just for lawn trims. The charge in
the battery usually lasts for about 3 or 4 trimmings before it runs out. And yes, I let the battery
completely die at least once a month, for a complete recharge. I know, sounds like BS, doesnt it.
Still, I follow this practice for just in case it works and to satisfy my OCD. So far, so good. X4Please
try again later. Please try again later. Clarence F. Eversole Jr. 5.0 out of 5 stars Very impressed. It is
a tad bit heavy but I am able to handle it 63 yr old female even after two shoulder surgeries. It like
our Echo does get Johndon grass tangled around the head but it pretty much will free itself up if you
move it out of the work line. Loading line took a bit yo get used to but the string lasts forever even
on fence panel wire.not like our Echo that just continually broke the line off!! Its great unit, so glad I
found it!Please try again later. Please try again later. J. Booth 5.0 out of 5 stars I have only had this
trimmer a few days and used it for one trimming thus far, so I cannot speak to longevity or battery
life. I can say this thing has power. My old trimmer would have gotten wound up but not the CORE.
It performed wonderfully. Plus this trimmer is designed and made in the USA Montana!!Please try



again later. Please try again later. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register
a free business account Please try your search again later.This state of the art Prismatic HighEnergy
Power Cell operating in concert with smartcore electronics allow run times equal to a tank of gas.
Fully charged it will provide 70 minutes of run time.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.

http://www.luminicaambiental.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162
8628e171cd9---C253-user-manual.pdf

Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. William P.
Xander 3.0 out of 5 stars Company has gone out of business we were told locally so could only get
battery on line.It held its charge for hours.Have had my CORE for 4 years now, the extra battery is
awesome!At least it fills in when the original battery dies. Didnt feel like I got my moneys worth.We
bought this one as a back up because we have a very large yard and fish pond and we are very
pleased that we can finish without waiting for the one battery to charge. Great!In order to navigate
out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous
heading. Its not exactly what Im looking for 3 hour charger and Im not sure if it will take a brush
cutter blade. But for the money, hard to pass up the deal.It also spins at a pretty robust 7000rpm in
high speed mode 5000 rpm in eco mode. The main thing though is that its gasless. Ive sworn off
gas.Its an 18volt unit. Has two speeds 5000rpm and 7000rpmThe electronic controller
instantaneously recognizes which attachment has been connected to the Drive Unit and runs the
appropriate program. This means there is no difference in power between our dedicated units and
the Power Lok system. Each attachment is powered by its own innovative, stateof theart CORE
motor. CORE motors produce the highest energy factor per pound of any existing motor at a fraction
of the size and weight.Features air flow up to 400 cubic feet per minute, blows up to 110 miles per
hour, has dual power control for high and low performance, and instant trigger start I would worry
about long term warranty support the brand might not last very long. I could be wrong but thats a
feeling I get.The CORE technology has been incorporated into the TroyBilt cordless platform.

They have some impressive looking 40v OPE that are built around CORE.The Woot sale makes sense
in that regard. I almost bought a second one just for security. By the time I decided to do it, the sale
ended.You probably right about the woot deal as its a way to get rid of the old core branded
inventory. I didnt put two and two together about the new MTD Core lawn equipment and Core the
landscape company.Paste as plain text instead Display as a link instead Clear editor Upload or insert
images from URL.
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